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Abstract—The problem of the appearance of extremely large
fluxes of relativistic electrons (“satellite killers”) is analyzed
taking into account the action of both regular and turbulent
mechanisms of particle acceleration. The configuration of storm
time magnetospheric current systems is discussed. The dynamics
of magnetospheric current systems including ring current and its
high latitude continuation – cut ring current, partial ring current
is considered as a reason for magnetospheric topology changes.
Storm time decrease of magnetospheric field and its restore
during storm recovery phase produce adiabatic acceleration of
seed population of electrons injected into the region of weaken
magnetic field. High level of storm time turbulence in wide
frequency range leads to turbulent particle acceleration. The
possibility to clarify the contribution of different mechanisms of
the formation of relativistic electron spectra is discussed.

anomalies and even loss of spacecrafts. Large fluxes of
relativistic electrons appear, as a rule, during the recovery
phase of geomagnetic storm. Clarification of the mechanisms
of the acceleration of relativistic electrons is considered as one
of the major aspects of Space Weather problem. It is also very
important for understanding of the processes of cosmic ray
acceleration. Generally, the magnetosphere of the Earth is a
giant plasma laboratory in which different mechanisms of
particle acceleration can be tested.
In this paper we discuss regular and turbulent mechanisms
of relativistic electron acceleration and try to show that the
solution of the problem of the nature of relativistic electrons in
the magnetosphere of the Earth is deeply connected to the
study of the topology of magnetosphere.

2. RADIATION BELTS OF THE EARTH: REGULAR AND TURBULENT
1.

INTRODUCTION

T

problem of the acceleration of relativistic electrons
continues to be one of the main unsolved problems of the
physics of the magnetosphere. Relativistic electrons are
called ‘‘satellite killers” due to effects leading to satellite
HE
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MECHANISMS OF RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON ACCELERATION

Large fluxes of relativistic electrons in the magnetosphere of
the Earth fill the outer radiation belt (ORB). ORB was
discovered in 1958 by Vernov, Chudakov, Gorchakov,
Logachev (discovery No 23 in the list of USSR discovery
registration) in the Institute of Nuclear Physics Moscow State
University (now SINP MSU) and was studied using the data of
satellites Electron, SAMPEX, Polar, GPS, CRRES, LANL,
GOES, HEO etc. Nevertheless, a significant progress in ORB
study was achieved due to CORONAS-F satellite
measurements. Fig. 1 demonstrates averaged meridional
distribution of fluxes of electrons in the radiation belts of the
Earth obtained due to data of early measurements
(http://www.kosmofizika.ru).
Two main approaches of the solution for the problem of
acceleration of relativistic electrons have been suggested:

stochastic acceleration by fluctuating electric fields and regular
acceleration of “seed” population. Both mechanisms suggest
that “seed” population of electrons with energies ~100 keV
formed during storm main phase is accelerated till relativistic
energies during storm recovery phase.

Fig. 1. Averaged meridional distribution of fluxes of electrons
in the radiation belts of the Earth obtained due to data of early
measurements (http://www.kosmofizika.ru)
Stochastic mechanisms of acceleration are the most popular
now. Interactions with ULF [1]-[10] and whistler mode waves
[11]-[21] are analyzed. It is not clear which wave mode is the
most effective one. It is also necessary to stress that the
effectiveness of stochastic mechanisms is possible to estimate
only after exclusion of an action of regular mechanism.
Great increase of plasma pressure inside the magnetosphere
during magnetic storms leads to decrease of magnetic field due
to diamagnetic effect of plasma. The effect is especially
pronounced in the asymmetric ring current regions. For
example the decrease of Bz component of geomagnetic field till
~0 was observed at the geostationary orbit in [22] during
magnetic storm 31 March 2001 with Dstmax = 350 nT. This
means that the restore of magnetic field during storm recovery
phase can produce considerable regular betatron acceleration
of particles. Therefore, it is necessary first of all to analyze the
change of magnetic configuration. It is also necessary to
analyze particle transport across drift shells and particle losses
due to precipitations into the ionosphere and drift to the
magnetopause. However, this problem is out of the scope of
present review.

3. TOPOLOGY OF MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION
To evaluate the contribution of regular mechanism of
relativistic electron acceleration it is necessary to have
comparatively good model of the near Earth magnetic field.
The majority of existing models of magnetic field suggest that
the main sources of the magnetospheric magnetic field are
magnetopause currents, tail current, ring current and partial
ring current, field-aligned currents. Adequate selection of
magnetospheric current system is rather important as

neglecting the contribution of some comparatively powerful
systems can produce significant discrepancies between the
experimental data and the modeling. As an example it is
possible to mention the difficulties of the latest Tsyganenko
model – Tsyganenko-2004 [23] in reproducing the positions of
the geomagnetic cutoffs as analyzed in [24].
Recently Tsyganenko and Sitnov [25], [26] developed a new
empirical model of the magnetospheric magnetic field (TS07).
In this model the magnetospheric equatorial currents is
expanded into a sum of orthogonal basis functions with
different scales, capable to reproduce various radial and
azimuthal distributions of the field, including its noonmidnight and dawn-dusk asymmetries. The set of functions is
built on the basis of the general solution of Ampere’s equation
for infinitely thin equatorial current layer. All the terms are
separately shielded inside the model magnetopause and
combined with the modules corresponding to Birkeland
currents.
TS07 model reproduces many important features of
magnetospheric structure and its changes during storms.
However, it does not take into account that - as it was found in
[27] - dayside part of inner magnetospheric transverse current
flows at comparatively high latitudes far from the equatorial
plane. Fig. 2 helps to understand this statement. It shows the
results of calculation of isolines B=const (for B=100 nT, 90
nT, ets.) in accordance with Tsyganenko-2004 model for the
following parameters: the solar wind dynamic pressure pdin=2
nPa, components of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz=5нТ, By= Bx=0 and zero inclination of Earth’s magnetic
dipole.

Fig. 2. Example of calculation of isolines B=const (for B=100
nT, 90 nT, ets.) in accordance with Tsyganenko-2004 model if
pdin=2 nPa, and components of IMF Bz=-5нТ, By= Bx=0
Magnetic field value in the internal ring on Fig. 2 corresponds
to 100 nT. Next curve corresponds to 90 nT etc. till 40 nT at
the external curve. The majority of existing models of the
magnetospheric magnetic field reproduces the same topology
of the field lines: The magnetic field minima are shifted from
the equatorial plane near noon due to daytime magnetospheric
compression. Minimal values of magnetic field take place far
from the equatorial plane. Analysis of the configuration of

B=const isolines leads to the conclusion that most part of
daytime transverse current can be concentrated far from the
equatorial plane.
The distribution of transverse current along the dayside
magnetic field lines was analyzed in [28]. Fig. 3 shows the
configuration of magnetic field line at Y = 0 in GSM
coordinate system calculated using Tsyganenko-01 model
[29], [30] for solar wind magnetic field parameters Bz = -5 nT,
By = 0, solar wind dynamic pressure equal to 1.6 nPa and Dst
= -5 nT. It is possible to see the decrease of the value of
minimal magnetic field with the growth of geocentric distance
and the increase of Z coordinate of such minima.

Fig. 4. Transverse current densities in the regions of daytime
field lines.
The calculation of the integral current between 7.5 and 9.7RE
gives integral current ~2⋅105 A in each hemisphere or the
integral transverse current 4⋅105 A in both hemispheres during
quite conditions. Simple estimations show that the same
current value exists at the same geocentric distances in the
region, which is ordinarily considered the near Earth tail. Fig.
5 schematically shows integral current configuration named in
[27] cut ring current (CRC).

Fig. 3. The position of magnetic field minima at the daytime
field lines in accordance with Tsyganenko-01 magnetic field
model.
The density of transverse current j at the dayside field lines
was evaluated taking into account weak anisotropy of plasma
pressure at L > 7. In such a case, transverse current is equal
j ⊥ = B × ∇p / B 2

(1)

where ∇p is the plasma pressure gradient. Results of
AMPPTE/CCE plasma pressure measurements obtained in
[31] are used for determination ∇p for geocentric distances till
9 RE. The radial dependence of plasma pressure from 9 till 10
RE was approximated using exponential dependence. Fig. 2
shows the results of transverse current density calculations.

Fig. 5. Sketch illustrating the configuration of currents in CRC.
CRC is a high latitude continuation of ordinary ring current. It
was shown in [32], [33] that most parts of auroral oval are
mapped into the CRC region. CRC value is greatly increased
during magnetic storm and makes considerable contribution to
Dst value.

4. LOCALIZATION OF THE REGION OF RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON
APPEARANSE

The inclusion of CRC into the analysis of relativistic
electron acceleration is especially important in the context of
the relation obtained in [34], [35]. It was shown that the
position of the peak intensity of fluxes of relativistic electrons,
which appear during storm recovery phase Lmax is connected to
the maximal value of Dst-variation Dstmax by the following
relation:

Dst max = 2.75 ⋅ 10 4 / L4max nT .

(2)

Lmax coincides with the lowest position of the westward
electrojet center during the storm. Westward electrojet is
localized inside the auroral oval. This means that the processes
of the acceleration of auroral electrons are deeply connected to
the equatorial regions mapped onto the auroral oval latitudes
and correspondingly to CRC dynamics. Auroral oval moves to
the equator during magnetic storm. The results of observations
presented in [36] support this conclusion as sometimes it is
possible to observe the increase of relativistic electrons at low
L without increase at geostationary satellites.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE PARAMETERS OF 22 GEOMAGNETIC STORMS WITH
OBTAINED IN [33],[34] RELATION

magnetic configuration. It was taken into account that upper
limit of the inner magnetospheric particle feeling is determined
by the stability of the distribution of the plasma pressure. This
limit exists in spite of the action of different acceleration and
transport mechanisms of plasma particles. Suggestions made in
[27] with the introduction of CRC become more realistic and
helps to understand the coincidence of the lowest position of
the westward electrojet center with the position of the peak
intensity of fluxes of relativistic electrons.
The relation (2) was checked in [39] using data of
CORONAS-F observations. MKL-device on board
KORONAS-F satellite [40] measured fluxes of precipitating
electrons in the energy range 0.3-12 MeV at the altitude ~500
km in the nearly circular orbit with an inclination of ~82.5o.
Variations of electron fluxes with energies 0.6-1.5 MeV,
during 22 strong magnetic storms (Dst < ~100 nT) were
analyzed in [39]. It was shown that the relation (2) is
consistent with observations. Table 1 obtained in accordance
with [39] shows the results of such comparison. However,
analyzing Table 1 it is possible to see that sometimes a
significant discrepancy between Lmax values measured by
CORONAS-F and described by relation (2) is observed.
Therefore, the relation (2) requires the additional checking.
One of the main predictions of theory developed in [37],
[38] is the storm time dependence of radial plasma pressure
distribution. Theory predicts the dependence p∝L-7.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Data and time of main phase
beginning

Dstmax
nT

Lmax
exp/calc
[RE]

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

25.09.2001/02
21.10.2001/19
28.10.2001/05
05.11.2001/21
24.11.2001/18
11.05.2002/01
23.05.2002/13
04.09.2002/01
07.09.2002/16
01.10.2002/05
29.05.2003/20
18.06.2003/03
18.08.2003/16
28.10.2003/17
30.10/2003/19
20.11.2003/04
22.11.2004/06
03.04.2004/16
22.91.2004/06
30.08.2004/02
07.11.2004/22
09.11.2004/12

-166
-187
-157
-292
-221
-110
-109
-109
-181
-176
-131
-145
-168
-363
-401
-472
-149
-112
-182
-125
-384
-296

3.1/3.6
3.7/3.5
3.2/3.6
3.0/3.1
2.6/3.3
3.7/4.0
3.8/4.0
3.8/4.0
3.0/3.5
3.5/3.6
2.8/3.8
3.0/3.7
3.0/3.6
3.0/3.0
2.5/2.9
2.8/2.8
3.5/3.7
3.5/4.0
2.8/3.5
3.6/3.9
2.9/2.9
2.8/3.1

____________________________________________________________

4
The dependence Dst max ~ L−max
nT was explained in the paper

[37] and the value of the coefficient in the relation (2) in the
paper [38] in the azimuthally symmetric case of quasidipole

Fig. 6. The electron precipitating fluxes (a), the field-aligned
current densities and field-aligned potential drops (b), the ion
precipitating fluxes (c), the ion concentration at the
ionospheric altitudes and the ion temperature (d), the ion
concentration in the magnetosphere and the plasma pressure
(e), obtained during the March 2, 1982 auroral oval crossing.
Such dependence was found experimentally in the paper [36]
using data of high apogee Polar satellite observations for
magnetic storm 10.01.1997 with Dstmax=300 nT and in [41]

using data of auroral Aureol-3 satellite for the magnetic storm
March 1-8, 1982 with Dstmax=211 nT. Fig. 6 shows the
results of Aureol-3 observations near the end of storm main
phase. Fig. 7 shows the results of plasma pressure profile
fitting by the dependence p∝L-s with s=6.3±0.5. Analyzing
Fig. 7 it is possible to see that in spite of not very good
accuracy of observations real plasma pressure profile has the
theoretically predicted dependence.

Nonstationary diffusion equation with losses for averaged
over pitch angle distribution function f(p,t).was analyzed in
[44]. It has the form

∂f
∂f  f
1 ∂  2
,
= 2
 p D( p )  −
∂t
p ∂p 
∂p  t esc

(3)

where p=εv/c is dimensionless momentum, ε = 1 + p 2 is
dimensionless full energy, D(p) is the diffusion coefficient in
the momentum space, tesc is the averaged time of losses. The
coefficient of diffusion determines time of acceleration
tac=p2/D(p). Power low spectrum of turbulence leads to power
low dependence of the coefficient of diffusion for the
momentum

D( p ) = D0 p q ,

(4)

where the quantity q depends on the power low of the spectra
of the turbulence, the constant D0 reflects the rate of the
acceleration and depends on the spectrum of turbulence,
plasma density and magnetic field. Introduction of
dimensionless variables
Fig. 7. Fitting of the radial plasma pressure distribution by the
dependence p∝L-s.
It is necessary to stress, that the events reported in [36], [41]
are the unique radial plasma pressure profiles obtained to date
during magnetic storms, and it is necessary to continue
working in this direction to obtain a significant statistic to
make final conclusions.

3. STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION AND LOSSES
The acceleration of relativistic electrons in the region
mapped onto the auroral oval produces the real limitations in
the action of stochastic mechanisms of acceleration. Such
mechanisms must be connected to the properties of turbulent
fluctuations at the auroral field lines. The most popular
mechanisms of electron interaction with whistler mode waves
have no such feature. It is necessary to mention also that
discussed mechanisms of stochastic relativistic electron
acceleration have definite problems connected to the time of
acceleration, as amplitudes of observed waves are
comparatively small. Very large amplitude of whistler-mode
waves ~240 mV/m in Earth’s radiation belts were observed in
STEREO experiment (see [42]). This observation can really
change obtained estimations. However, such large amplitudes
are not typically observed. At the same time plasma, electric
and magnetic field parameters significantly fluctuate at the
auroral field line even during quite conditions in a very wide
frequency range (see review [43]). This means that there exists
a possibility of stochastic relativistic electron acceleration by
different waves. Some features of such acceleration can be
studied using formalism described in [44].

τ = D0 t ,

a = (D0 t esc )

−1

(5)
leads to the expression

∂f
1 ∂  2 + q ∂f 
= 2
p
 − af .
∂t
p ∂p 
∂p 

(6)

Analytical solution of the equation (6) in the case when
particle injection has the form of delta-function and q<2 has
the form

f ( p, q) = f 0τ

−



p 2−q
exp −
− aτ  .
2
 (2 − q ) τ


3
2−q

(7)

If the source of accelerated particles acts during the time
interval t0 and the power of the source Q(t)=Q0=const when t<
t0 and Q(t)=0 when t> t0 the distribution function f(p,τ) is
transformed into F(p, τ), where

F ( p,τ ) =

Q0
D0

τ

∫ f ( p, y )dy

if τ<τ0,

(8)

0

where τ0=D0t0. The lower limit in the integral (8) is changed
from 0 on (τ-τ0) if τ>τ0. If τ>>τ0
F ( p, τ ) =

Q0
D0

τ

∫ f ( p, y )dy ≈ D

τ −τ 0

Q0

τ 0 f ( p, τ ) .

0

Differential flux dJ/dE is connected to f by the expression

(9)

dJ/dE=(4πmc)-1p2f,

(10)

where m is the electron mass, c is the speed of light. The
developed in [44] theory gives the possibility to study relative
roles of acceleration and losses in the formation of measured
particle spectra and their dynamics. Fig. 8 shows the form of
the solution obtained. Here A0=Q0(4πmcD0)-1.

Fig. 9. Results of CORONAS-F observations 15 September
2003.

Fig. 8. The dependence of differential fluxes dJ/dE of
electrons with energy 1 MeV on dimensionless time τ and
fixed D0 in the case of instantaneous injection of seed
population if τ0=D0t0=4 (firm lines) and τ0 =1 (dotted lines)
and a=(D0 tesc )-1 =0, 0.5, 2 and 4. Dotted line is the flux of
electrons with energy 0.5 MeV if а=4. Upper horizontal axes
is real t=τ/D0 if D0=10-5 с-1.

84 polar crossings with electron precipitations observed during
December 2003 and January 2004 were compared with near
simultaneous Meteor-3M satellite observations to identify the
location of studied regions in comparison with the position of
auroral oval. Meteor-3M satellite measures electron fluxes
with energies in the energy range from 0.1 to 20 keV, which
gives the possibility to identify the position of the auroral oval.
The time of observations, coordinates and MLT- sectors were
available for 32 events, identified by KORONAS-F. The
position of only one event could be identified as localized in
the polar cap. Other 31 events are situated inside the auroral
oval. Fig. 10 shows an example of nearly simultaneous
CORONAS-F and Meteor-3M observations.

The developed theory was especially effective for the analysis
of the formation of the plateau in electron particle fluxes
observed by the geostationary EXPRESS-A2 satellite.
It is necessary to mention that developed theory describe
wide class of events and is applicable to different types of
turbulence.
3. LOCAL RADIATION BELTS
The most interesting latest findings in the study of electron
radiation belts are KORONAS-F observations of the increase
of electron flux to the pole of the outer radiation belt (ORB)
boundary [45]. Fig. 9 shows variations of electron fluxes with
energies 300-600 keV and 0.6-1.5 MeV along the satellite
orbit September 15, 2003. 412 crossings of polar region at
altitude 400-450 km were analyzed using low altitude polar
orbiting Russian satellite CORONAS-F data. CORONAS-F
measured fluxes of relativistic electrons at the altitude ~500
km. Increases of fluxes of precipitating relativistic electrons at
L>8 were observed in 248 cases.

Fig. 10. Nearly simultaneous CORONAS-F and Meteor-3M
observations for the event 01.01.2004.
Events of increased relativistic electron precipitations to the

pole from the outer boundary of ORB can be identified as a
result of local increase of pitch-angle diffusion or as a result of
local acceleration of electrons in the plasma sheet by induction
electric fields. Nevertheless, some features of observed
phenomena require to find some other explanation. For
example, Fig. 11 shows the results of CORONAS-F
measurements during three consecutive crossings of the outer
ORB boundary. It is possible to see that observed region of the
increase of electron precipitations maintains practically at the
same position for ~4.5 hours. This means that we deal with a
quasi-stationary phenomenon.

plasma traps. They form local radiation belts.

Fig. 12. Results of Interball/Tail probe observations
November 17, 1995. Upper panes show satellite orbit position.
Low panels show particle and magnetic pressure calculated
along the satellite trajectory [46].
Partial ring current can be considered as the most
pronounced diamagnetic cavity in the magnetosphere (see
[22], [48], [49]).

Fig. 11. Electron precipitations observed to the pole from the
ORB outer boundary during 3 consecutive crossings (~4.5
hours) July 15-16, 2003.
Analysis of plasma pressure distribution along trajectories
of high apogee satellite shows an inhomogeneity of radial
profile of plasma pressure at the equatorial plane in a number
of cases. Fig. 12 shows an example of the restore of the plasma
pressure profile using data of Interball/Tail probe observations
for the event November 17, 1995 [46]. It is possible to see that
regions of increase of plasma pressure coincide with the
regions of decrease of the magnetic field. It is possible to see
the same features analyzing the results of CRESS satellite
observations (see [47]). They show the presence of
diamagnetic plasma cavities in the regions mapped onto the
auroral oval latitudes. Such regions can be a source of local
plasma traps. Isolines of constant magnetic field B=const in
such traps do not surround the Earth and do not cross the
magnetopause. Such traps in accordance with Fig. 12 have
scales of ~1-2RE. Energetic particles drift along isolines
B=const. Therefore, local plasma traps can be formed due to
pressure inhomogeneity. Energetic electrons can fill local

Fig. 13. Sketch, illustrating directions of plasma pressure
gradients in the region of asymmetric ring current.

Fig. 13. Shows the averaged partial ring current (red)
configuration (see [50]) obtained using data of IMAGE
satellite and simultaneous plasmasphere location (green).
Arrows show the direction of plasma pressure gradients.
Untiearthward directed plasma pressure gradients leads in
accordance with (1) to the appearance of eastward transverse
current (see the discussion in [51]). Simultaneous existence of
azimuthally localized enhanced westward and eastward
currents means the possibility of the formation of closed
current loops. Such current loops decrease magnetic field
inside the loop and increase the magnetic field outside the
loop. Such magnetic field changes can lead to the formation of
closed localized contours of B=const.
Results of modeling of changes of magnetic configuration
due to changes of plasma pressure support the possibility of
the formation of local contours with B=const in the high
latitude magnetosphere. The modeling of the distribution of
particle pressure, electric fields and field-aligned currents in
the high latitude magnetosphere was made in accordance with
scheme described in [52].

Fig. 14. Preliminary results of the modeling of the distortion of
the Earth’s dipole magnetic field by convecting tail plasma.
Modification of magnetic field by increased plasma pressure
was taken into account suggesting the validity of the condition
of magnetostatic equilibrium. Fig. 14 shows the preliminary
results of such modeling. It was suggested that dawn-dusk
potential drop is increased from 20 to 100 kV and plasma
density is increased from 1 till 6 cm-3 for 10 min and then
again decreased till 1 cm-3. Middle energy was equal to 5 keV
at the boundary of modeled region at 10RE. Initial magnetic
field had dipole configuration. Red line in Fig. 14 shows
formed closed loop B=const. Therefore the results of produced
by the modeling support the suggestion about the possibility of

the formation closed loops of B=const in the high latitude
magnetosphere. It is interesting to mention that closed loops in
Fig. 14 surround region of increased magnetic field.
Produced analysis shows the possibility of the formation of
local plasma traps in high latitude magnetosphere. Filling such
traps by energetic electrons will lead to the formation of local
radiation belts to the pole from the outer boundary of ORB.
The formation of such local radiation belts can explain shown
on Fig. 10-11 results of CORONAS-F observations. It is
necessary to stress that only preliminary results are presented.
Future studies will help to clarify the situation.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Presented analysis shows that:
• Regular and stochastic acceleration mechanisms can
produce definite contribution to the acceleration of
relativistic electrons. The contribution of stochastic
mechanisms can be obtained only after extraction of
the contribution of regular mechanisms.
• The solution of the problem of acceleration of
relativistic electrons requires proper models of
magnetic field taking into account the distribution of
plasma pressure inside the magnetosphere.
• Dayside part of inner magnetosphere transverse
currents flow at high latitudes. Such currents are
closed inside the magnetosphere by nighttime
transverse currents and constitute the high latitude
continuation of ordinary ring current.
• Local plasma traps filled by relativistic electrons
(local radiation belts) can be formed in the high
latitude magnetosphere
The solution of the problem of the formation of high fluxes of
relativistic electrons – “satellite killers” - unfortunately is not
received till now in spite of 50-years history of its study. One
of the major problems is the problem of proper description of
the topology of magnetic configuration. Obtained results
demonstrate the importance of some effects, which was not
included into the existing magnetic field models. Penetration
of solar cosmic rays into the magnetosphere (the position of
the penetration boundary) gives now and will give in the future
very important information about the magnetic field
configuration. However, at the end, it is necessary to stress the
importance of new experimental observations and theory
development for better understanding of the phenomena
leading to the relativistic electron acceleration.
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